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W hen do you cut the cord? Young et al.1 reignite the
debate regarding when a hospitalist’s responsibility for

the patient should end.2 In this multi-center study, residents
were surveyed on their perceived duration of post-discharge
responsibility. With results strikingly similar to those of a prior
study in which 28.5 % of career hospitalists believed that their
responsibility ended at discharge,3 the authors found that 26 %
of residents believed that their responsibility ended at dis-
charge, with 43.3 % at ≤ 7 days and 19.3 % at 15–30 days
after discharge.
Given the enthusiasm with which the study and standardi-

zation of discharge practices has been undertaken in the field
of hospital medicine,4 the variation in perceived responsibility
at first seems incongruent. One of the core principles of the
transitions of care consensus policy statement5 is that Bat every
point of transitions the patient and/or their family/caregivers
need to know who is responsible for their care at that point.^
Yet the statement is appropriately vague regarding timing,
noting that the transfer of responsibility must occur Bwithin a
reasonable time frame^ that allows for dissemination and
clarification of relevant patient information. Perhaps this is
accomplished on the day of discharge with a phone call, or
perhaps it is completed 7 days later when pending lab results
are received. The variation in resident responses could actually
be a reflection of these scenarios with the underlying principle
in mind. On the other hand, this heterogeneity could also
reflect a lack of understanding of the shared responsibility
between inpatient and outpatient providers that is needed
during transitions of care.

In the end, the residents were not necessarily wrong
in perceiving that their responsibility ended at discharge,
7 days, or 30 days, because the question asked of them
belies one that is more complex. In the period between
hospital and clinic, whom should the patient call if they
have questions about their discharge medications?
Whom should they call if a new issue arises? The
answer lies less in a number and more in cultivating a
teachable attitude of collaboration between hospitalists
and primary care providers throughout this vulnerable
time.
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